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Some Equivalents of the Erdos Sum of Reciprocals Conjecture 
NEIL HINDMAN· 
The Erdos sum of reciprocals conjecture is the statement that whenever A is a set of positive 
integers and :E; eA I /x = co, A contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions. It is shown here 
that this conjecture is equivalent to each of several other statements. Some of these other statements 
are combinatorial in nature while others are topological-algebraic statements. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Somewhere in the distant and obscure past, Paul Erdos conjectured that any set of 
positive integers, the sum of whose reciprocals diverge, must contain arbitrarily long 
arithmetic progressions. (In [4] Erdos referred to it as an 'old conjecture of mine' and 
offered 3000 U.S. dollars for a proof or disproof.) Interest in this conjecture has risen in 
recent years following the proof by Szemeredi [18] of the conjecture by Erdos and Tunin 
[5] that any set of positive integers with positive upper density must have arbitrarily long 
arithmetic progressions. 
In this paper we establish the equivalence of each of several statements to the sum of reci-
procals conjecture. In Section 2 we deal with statements which are combinatorial in nature. 
The other group of statements are topological-algebraic in nature, involving the algebraic 
structure of the Stone-Cech compactification of the natural numbers. This topological 
algebraic structure provided one of four proofs (and in our opinion the prettiest) of the 
Finite Sum Theorem. (See [3].) This structure has also provided the only proof [13] (and 
indeed a very short proof) that any finite partition of the natural numbers has one cell 
containing (1) arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions, (2) an infinite set and its finite sums, 
and (3) an infinite set and its finite products. After presenting some preliminary lemmas in 
Section 3, topological-algebraic equivalents are presented in Section 4. 
We let N denote the set of positive integers and R the set of real numbers. 
2. COMBINATORIAL EQUIVALENTS 
We deal in this section not with the full sum of reciprocals conjecture, but with its 
specialization to a fixed length arithmetic progression. (It is stronger to prove Vk(¢(k) <:> 
I/I(k» than to prove Vk¢(k) <:> Vkl/l(k).) 
2.1. DEFINITION. Let kEN with k ~ 3. 
(a) 9k = {A s; N: there do not exist a, dE Nwith {a + td: t E {O, I, ... ,k - I}} S; A}. 
(b) SR(k) is the statement 'whenever A S; Nand 1:xe A I/x = 00, there exist a, dEN with 
{a + td: t E {O, I, . . . , k - I}} S; A.' 
(c) For n E N, vk(n) = max {I A I: A E 9k and A S; {I, 2, ... , n}}. 
We follow [10] in our definition of vk(n). There is a substantial literature dealing with 
bounds for vk(n). (See for example [16].) The notation rk(n) is also used instead ofvk(n) in 
the literature. Also, vk(n) is sometimes defined as what we call vk(n) + 1. 
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We now proceed to state the combinatorial statements which we will show are equivalent 
to SR(k). The first to these is in [8] . The fact that is is equivalent to SR(k) is attributed by 
Gerver to Erdos in [7]. Observe that SR(k) can be trivially rephrased as 'whenever A E 9';" 
:ExEA I/x < 00.' ' 
2.2. DEFINITION. Let kEN with k ~ 3. B(k) is the statement 'there exists Z E R such 
that :EXE A I/x < z whenever A E 9';,'. 
Gerver remarks [8] that the problem of maximizing :ExEA I/x for A E 9';, 'is by no means 
equivalent to' finding good lower bounds for vk(n), and we would concur. However, the fact 
that either of the following statements is equivalent to SR(k) shows that a sufficiently 
precise estimate for rk(n) for large values of n would settle SR(k). 
2.3. DEFINITION. Let kEN with k ~ 3. N J (k) is the statement 'there exists bEN with 
b ~ 3 such that :E:'= J VkW)W < <Xl ', and N 2(k) is the statement 'for all bEN with b ~ 3 
one has :E:'=Jvk(bn)/bn < <Xl' . 
The following statements were suggested by Erdos in a personal communication. [M J (k) 
is the precise question he asked. He suspected that M J (k) was a stronger assertion than 
SR(k).] 
2.4. DEFINITION. Let kEN with k ~ 3. M J (k) is the statement ' for every e > 0 there 
exists n E N such that whenever A E 9';, and min A > n, :ExEA I/x < 8', and M 2(k) is the 
statement 'there exist e > 0 and n E N such that whenever A E 9';, and min A > n, 
:EXE A I/x < e'. 
The last of our equivalent combinatorial statements will be useful in Section 4. The 
notion of largeness contained therein bears approximately the same relationship to 
':ExEA I/x = <Xl' as 'upper Banach density', [6, Definition 3.7] does to 'upper density'. 
2.5. DEFINITION. Let kEN with k ~ 3. P(k) is the statement "whenever A S; Nand 
there exist increasing sequences ( In ):'= J and (sn ):'= J in N with :E:'= J I/sn = <Xl and 
{In + Sm : n, mEN and m ::::;; n} S; A, one has A rt 9';,." 
Of the implications involved in the proof of Theorem 2.6, only the first presents any 
difficulty. [It is somewhat easier to show that SR(k + I) implies M J (k).] Recall that the 
equivalence of SR(k) and B(k) is due to Erdos. 
2.6. THEOREM. Let kEN with k ~ 3. The statements SR(k), M J (k), M 2(k), B(k), 
N 2(k) , N J (k) and P(k) are pairwise equivalent. 
PROOF. To see that SR(k) implies M J (k) , let e > 0 be given and suppose the conclusion 
fails . For each n E N, pick An E 9';, with min An > nand :ExEA I/x ~ e. For each n E N pick 
m(n) E N so that, with Bn = {x E An: X ::::;; m(n)}, one has I:xE B• I/x ~ e/2. 
Let n(O) = I and inductively let n(i + I) = 3m(n(i» . Note that max Bn(i) ::::;; m(n(i» < 
min Bn(i+J)' For i, 1 EN, let z(i, I) = (21 + I) 0 m(n(i - I». [So that z(i, I) = n(i).] For 
i EN and j E {O, I, 2}, let Ci,j = {x E Bn(i): for some lEN u {O}, z(i, 31 + j) < x ::::;; 
z(i, 31 + j + In. 
Now given i EN, Bn(i) = U] =oCi •j so we may pickj(i) E {O, I, 2} such that :ExEC,}(,) I/x ~ 
(l /3)o:ExEB (. ) I/x ~ e/6. Let A = U;:JCi'·(i) ' Then :ExEA I/x = :E;o=J :EXE C .. ) I/x ~ n, . /,}(I 
:E;: J e/6 = <Xl. Pick a, dE N such that {a + td: t E {O, 1, . . . , k - I}} s; A and pick 
i E N such that a E Ci,j(i) ' 
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Since Ci,J(i) ~ Bn(i) ~ An(i) and An(i) E 9k, we have that {a + td: t E {O, 1, ' , , , 
k - I}} 'I. Ci,J(i)' Pick the least I E {I, 2, ... , k - I} such that a + Id rt Ci.J(i) and pick 
pEN such that a + Id E Cp,J(P)' Since a + (I - I)d E Bn(i) and a + Id E Bn(p), we have 
i < p. 
Now a + Id > n(p) ~ n(i + 1) = 3m(n(i» and a + (I - I)d ~ m(n(i» so d > 
2m(n(i». Since a + (I - I)d < m(n(i» and d > 2m(n(i» we have 1 = 1 and hence 
a + dE Bn(p). Thus d < a + d ~ m(n(p». Therefore a + 2d < m(n(i» + 2m(n(p» < 
3m(n(p» = n(p + 1). Therefore a + 2d E CpJ(P) (and a + dE CpJ(P»' 
Pick 1 such that z(p, 31 + j(p» < a + d ~ z(p, 31 + j(p) + 1). Since a ~ m(n(i» ~ 
m(n(p - 1)) and a + d > z(p, 31 + j(p» = (231 +J(p) + 1)' m(n(p - 1», we have d > 
231 +J(p). m(n(p - 1), and hence a + 2d > (231 +J(p) + 1 + 1)' m(n(p - 1» = z(p, 31 + 
j(p) + 1). Also, a + 2d < 2a + 2d ~ 2· z(p, 31 + j(p) + 1) = (231 +J)(P)+2 + 2)' 
m(n(p - 1» < (231 +J(p)+3 + 1)' m(n(p - 1» = z(p, 31 + j(p) + 3). Consequently a + 
2d rt CpJ(P)' This contradiction establishes the implication. 
That M,(k) implies M2(k) is trivial. 
To see that M2(k) implies B(k), pick e > ° and n E N such that :EXEA l/x < e whenever 
A E 9k with min A > n. Let z = e + :E7~, I/t. Given A E 9k, {x E A: x > n} E 9k so 
:ExEA l/x ~ :E7~, I/t + :ExEA/x>n I/x < z. 
To see that B(k) implies N2(k), pick Z E R such that :ExEA I/x < z whenever A E 9k, and 
let bEN with b ~ 3. For each n E N, pick Bn ~ {I, 2, ... ,bn} such that Bn E 9k and 
IBnl = vk(bn). Let A = U:'~I {(b - 1)· bn + y: y E Bn}. We show first that A E 9k. 
Indeed suppose we have a, dEN with {a + td: t E {O, I, ... , k - I}} ~ A and pick 
n E N such that (b - 1)' bn < a + (k - I)d ~ bn+
'
. Since Bn E 9k one must have 
a ~ (b - 1)' bn and hence a ~ bn. Pick the largest 1 E {O, 1, . .. , k - 2} such that 
a + Id ~ bn. Then a + (t + l)d > (b - 1)' bn so d > (b - 2) . bn ~ bn (since b ~ 3). 
Since a + td ~ bn,wemusthavet = 0. But then a + d> (b - I)'bnsoa + (k - l)d ~ 
a + 2d> bn+' . This contradiction establishes that A E 9k. Thus z > :EXEA l/x = 
:E:'~I :EYEDn I/«b - I)· bn + y) ~ :E:'~I :EYEDn l/bn+ 1 = :E:'~I vk(bn)/bn+l. Thus :E:'~IVk(bn)/ 
bn < bz. 
That N 2(k) implies N, (k) is trivial. 
To see that N, (k) implies P(k), pick b ~ 3 such that :E:'~ 1 vk(bn)W < 00. Let A ~ N 
and let <tn>:'~1 and <Sn>:'~1 be increasing sequences with :E:'~I l/sn = 00 and {tn + Sm: 
n, mEN and m ~ n} ~ A. Let B = {sn: n E N} and suppose that A E 9k. Then B E 9k. 
[Indeed, if {a + td: t E {O, 1, ... , k - I}} ~ B and a + (k - I)d = Sn, then 
{tn + a + td: t E {O, I, ... , k - I}} ~ A.] 
For i E {I, 2, ... , b - I}, let Ci = {x E B: for some n E N u {O} i . bn ~ x < (i + 1)' 
bn }. Then B = Uf::,
' 
Ci and :ExED l/x = 00 so pick i E {I, 2, ... , b - I} such that 
:ExEC, I/x = 00. For each n E N u {OJ, let Dn = {x E Ci : i' bn ~ x < (i + I)' bn}. Then 
each Dn is contained in a block of bn consecutive integers so, since Dn E 9k, I Dn I ~ vk(bn). 
Now 00 = :ExEC, l/x = :E:'~o :ExED• l/x ~ :E:'~o :ExED• l/i' bn = :E:'~o I Dn I/(i • bn) ~ I/i' 
:E:'~ovk(bn)/bn. Thus :E:'~I vk(bn)/bn = 00, a contradiction. 
Finally, to see that P(k) implies SR(k), let A ~ N with :EXEA I/x = 00 .• Enumerate A as 
{sn: n E N} in increasing order. Let tl = I and inductively let tn + 1 = 2(ln + Sn + I)' Let 
B = {In + Sm: n, mEN and m ~ n} . Then B rt 9k so pick a, dEN such that {a + Id: 
IE {O, I, ... , k - I}} ~ B. Pick, n, mEN with m ~ n such that a + (k - I)d = 
tn + Sm' We claim that a > tn so that {a - In + Id: t E {O, I, ... ,k - I}} ~ A as 
required. 
Suppose instead a ~ In (so that a ~ In~1 + Sn ~ l) and let 1 be the largest member 
of {O, I, ... , k - 2} such that a + Id ~ In ~ 1 + Sn~I' Then d = a + (l + I)d-
(a + Id) ~ In - (tn~1 + Sn~l) > In - (tn~1 + Sn) = In~1 + Sn' Thus 1= ° so a + d> 
tn' But then a + (k - I)d ~ a + 2d> In + In~1 + Sn > tn + Sn, a contradiction. 
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3. IDEALS OF pN 
We present here some topological-algebraic background on pN, the Stone-Cech com-
pactification of the discrete space N. We take the points of pN to be the ultrafilters on N, 
thepointnENbeingidentifiedwiththeultrafiltere(n) = {A ~ N:nEA}.GivenA ~ N, 
we let A = {p E pN: A E pl. Then {A: A ~ N} forms a basis for the open sets (and a basis 
for the closed sets) for a Hausdorff topology on pN. With this topology, pN is compact and 
has the familiar universal extension property. (For more details of this construction see [15] 
or [9].) 
Given A ~ N and x E N we let A - x = {y E N: y + x E A} and A/x = {y E N: 
y·xEA}.GivenpandqinpNwedefinep + q = {A ~ N:{XEN:A - xEp}Eq}and 
p. q = {A ~ N: {x EN: A/x E p} E q}. These operations are associative and left con-
tinuous. [That is, for each x, the functions f and g defined by f( y) = x + y and 
g(y) = x • yare continuous.] [See [15], [3], or [I] for more algebraic details.] 
We thus have that (PN, +) and (PN, .) are compact left-topological semigroups. Any 
compact left-topological semigroup S has a smallest two sided ideal which is the union of 
all the minimal right ideals of S and the union of all the minimal left ideals of S, [2, theorem 
II, 2.2]. 
We shall see in the next section that the full sum of reciprocals conjecture is equivalent 
to each of several inclusions among ideals of (PN, +) and (PN, .). Such topological-
algebraic relationships have yielded new results before. For example, the topological 
closure of the set of idempotents of (PN, +) is a right ideal of (PN, .). This fact together 
with the fact that d& (see 3.3 below) is a left ideal of (PN, .) yielded [13] the only known 
proof that any finite partition of N has one cell with arbitrarily long arithmetic progress-
ions, finite sums from an infinite set and finite products from an infinite set. 
3.1. LEMMA. Let ¢ be a statement about subsets of N and let gJ = {p E pN: for all 
A E p, ¢(A)}. The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) For all A ~ N, if ¢(A), then A n gJ = 0, 
(b) (i) '¢(0), 
(ii) if A ~ B ~ Nand ¢(A), then ¢(B), and 
(iii) A, B ~ Nand ¢(A u B), then ¢(A) or ¢(B). 
PROOF. To see that (a) implies (b), note first that 0 = 0. Secondly, given A ~ B ~ N 
with ¢(A), pick pEA n gJ. Then BE p. Finally, let A, B ~ N with ¢(A u B). Pick 
P E A u B n 9t. Then A E P or B E p. 
To see that (b) implies (a), letA ~ Nwith¢(A).LetY' = {d ~ &(N):disafilteron 
N and A Ed and whenever BEd, ¢(B)). Pick, by Zorn's Lemma, a maximal member p 
of Y'. Suppose that p is not an ultrafilter and let B ~ N such that B rt P and N\B rt p. Let 
d = {C ~ N: D n B ~ C for some D E p} and let!!J = {C ~ N: D \B ~ C for some 
D E p}. Now p ~ d and p ~ !!J so d rt Y' and !!J rt Y'. Suppose first that d is not a filter 
and pick DE P such that B n D = 0. Then D ~ N\B so N\B E p, a contradiction. 
Similarly !!J is a filter. Thus we may pick some D and E in p such that '</J(D n B) and 
'¢(E\B). Since D nEE p we have ¢(D n E) and hence either </J(D n En B) or 
¢(D n E\B) by (iii). But then by (ii), ¢(D n B) or ¢(E\B), a contradiction. 
The next result supplies the connection between the subsets of pN and statements about 
subsets of N. 
3.2. LEMMA. Let ¢ andt/J be statements about subsets of N with </J satisfying condition (b) 
of Lemma 3.1. Let 9t = {p E pN:for all A E p, </J(A)} and let!T = {p E pN:for all A E p, 
t/J(A)}. Thefollowing statements are equivalent. 
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(a) 9t s; !Y. 
(b) For all A s; N, if cP(A), then tfJ(A). 
PROOF. To see that (a) implies (b), let A s; N and assume cP(A). Pick by Lemma 3.1, 
pEA () f1l. Thenp E!Y and A Ep so tfJ(A). 
That (b) implies (a) is immediate. 
Observe that any set gtt defined as in Lemma 3.1 is necessarily topologically closed. 
Indeed if p E PN\9t then for some A E p, "'cP(A) and then A is a neighborhood of p 
missing gtt. 
We now introduce several special subsets of PN, each defined as in Lemma 3.1. By J(A) 
and d*(A) we mean ordinary upper density and upper Banach density, respectively. [That 
is J(A) = limn-oo sup {I A () {I, 2, ... ,k} Ilk: kEN} and d*(A) = sup {IX E R: there 
exist sequences <tn )::'= \ and <sn )::'= \ in N such that for all n E N Sn < Sn + \ and 
IA () {tn + I, tn + 2, ... , tn + sn}1 ~ IXoSn}.] 
3.3. DEFINITION. 
(a) ,s;(f!JI = {p E {3N: for all A E P and all kEN there exist a, dEN with {a + td: 
t E {O, I, ... , k - I}} S; A}. 
(b) ~ = {p E {3N: for all A E p, ~xEA Ilx = oo}. 
(c) vii = {p E {3N: for all A E p, there exist increasing sequences <tn )::'= \ and <sn ) ::'= I in N 
such that ~::'=I Ilsn = 00 and {tn + Sm: n, mEN and m ~ n} S; A}. 
(d) Y = {p E {3N: for all A E p, there exist increasing sequences <tn )::'=\ and <sn )::'=1, and 
a non-decreasing sequence <an)::'=1 in N such that ~::'=I Ilsn = OCJ and {tn + an 0 Sm: 
n, mEN and m ~ n} S; A}. 
(e) ~ = {p E {3N: for all A E p, a(A) > O}. 
(f) ~* = {p E pN: for all A E p, d*(A) > O}. 
(g) N* = {p E pN: for all A E p, A is infinite} (= PN\N). 
It is a result of van Douwen (see [15, Theorem 10.8]) that ~ and N*\~ are both right 
ideals of(PN, +) and of(PN, 0). Also [14, Theorem 7.12], ~* is a two-sided ideal of ({3N, +) 
and a right ideal of ({3N, 0). 
3.4. LEMMA. (a) vii = ct (N* + ~) 
(b) ~* = ct(%* + ~). 
PROOF (a). Since vii is closed, to see that vii :2 ct(N* + ~) it suffices to prove that 
vii :2 N* + f2. Let p E N* and let q E f2, and let A E P + q. Let B = {x EN: 
A - x E pl. Since BE q and q E ~, B is infinite. Enumerate B in increasing order as 
{sn: n EN}. Given n E N, n~=, A - Sm E P so n~=, A - Sm is infinite. Inductively pick 
tn E n~=,A - Sm with In > tn_I' Then ~::'=I Ilsn = ~xEB I/x = 00 and {tn + Sm: n, mEN 
and m ~ n} S; A. 
To see that vii S; ct(N* + ~), let p E vii and let A E P (so that A is a basic neighbor-
hood of p). Pick increasing sequences <tn )::'= \ and <sn )::'= I such that ~::'= I Ilsn = 00 and 
{tn + Sm: n, mEN and m ~ n} S; A. Note that the statements 'B is infinite' and 
'~xE B I/x = 00' both satisfy condition (b) of Lemma 3.1. Thus we may pick q E {tn: 
n E N} () N* and r E {sn: n E N} () f2. We claim that A E q + r (so that q + rEA () 
(N* + ~». For this it suffices to show that {sn: n E N} S; {x E N: A - x E q}. Let 
mEN. Then {tn: n E Nand n ~ m} S; A - Sm' Since q E N* (and hence {tn: n E Nand 
n < m} If q), {tn: n E Nand n ~ m} E q so that A - Sm E q as required. 
(b) Since ~ S; ~* and ~* is a left ideal of (PN, +), N* + ~ S; N* + ~* S; ~* so 
ct(N* + ~) S; ~*. To see that ~* S; ct (N* + ~), let P E ~* and let A E p. Pick ex. > 0 
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such that d*(A) > a and pick, by Theorem 2.2 of[12], an increasing sequence <In ):"= 1 such 
that for each n E Nand each k :::;; n, IA II {tn + 1, tn + 2, ... , In + k}1 ~ ka. For each 
mEN, let Tm = {n E N: n ~ m and In + mEA}. Let So = N and inductively, if 
Tm II Sm _I is infinite, let Sm = Tm II Sm -I; otherwise let Sm = Sm _I \Tm. Thus each Sm is 
infinite. 
Let B = {m EN: Sm = Tm II Sm _ d. We show that a (B) ~ a. (In factthe lower density 
of B is at least a.) To this end, let kEN and pick n E Sk such that n ~ k. Observe that jf 
m :::;; k and In + mEA, then mE B. (For if m ~ B, then n E Sk £; Sm = Sm_I\Tm so 
tn + m ¢ A.) Thus I B II {l, 2, ... , k} I ~ I {A II {(tn + 1, tn + 2, ... , tn + k} I ~ ak 
as required. 
Pick, by Lemma 3.1, r E .1\ such that BE r. For each mEN, let Um = {tn: n E Sm}. Then 
rUm: mEN} is nested and each Um is infinite so pick, by Zorn's Lemma, q E N* with 
rUm: mEN} £; q. Exactly as in part (a) we see that q + rEA II (N* + .1\). 
The proof that ct(N* + M £; .1\* was shorter than the corresponding proof that 
ct(N* + ~) £; .-It. One cannot use the same proof because (although, we will not show 
this here) ~\.-It #- 0. 
It is well known (and easy to see) that in any left-topological semigroup, the closure of 
a left ideal is again a left ideal. The closure of a right ideal, however, may fail to be a right 
ideal [2, Example V.I.II]. The following lemma in fact holds jf (N, +) is replaced by any 
discrete semigroup (with essentially the same proof). 
3.5. LEMMA. Let R be a righl idealof(pN, +). Then ct R is also a right idealof(pN, +). 
PROOF. It is helpful to distinguish here between an element x of N and the correspond-
ing element e(x) of pN. Let p E ct R and let q E PN. To see that p + q E ct R, let A be a 
basic neighborhood of p + q. Pick x E N such that A - x E p (again because {x E N: 
A - x E p} E q and is hence non-empty). Then A - x is a neighborhood of p so pick 
r E A - x II R. Since A - x E r, A E r + e(x). Thus r + e(x) E A II R as required. 
3.6. LEMMA. (a) d& is a two-sided ideal of (PN, +) and of (PN, .) 
(b) ~ is a right ideal of (PN, +) and of (PN, .) 
(c) .-It is a two-sided ideal of (PN, +) and a right ideal of (PN, .) 
(d) Y' is a two-sided ideal of (PN, +) and of (PN, .). 
PROOF. (a) Let p E d& and q E pN. To see that p + q E d&, let A E P + q. Let 
kEN. Then {x EN: A - x E p} € q so pick x EN such that A - x E p. Pick a, dEN 
with {a + Id: t € {O, 1, ... ,k - I}} £; A-x. Then {(x + a) + td: IE {O, 1, ... , 
k - I}} £; A. 
To see that p. q E d&, let A E p. q and let kEN. Pick x EN such that A/x E p. If 
{a + td: tE {O, 1, ... , k - I}} £; A/x, then {ax + I (dx): IE {O, 1, ... , k - I}} £; A. 
To see that q + P E d& let A E q + P and let kEN. Pick a, dEN such that {a + td: 
IE {O, 1, ... , k - I}} £; {x E N: A - x E q}. Then n~:d A - (a + td) E q so pick 
XE n~:d (A - (a + td». Then {(x + a) + td: IE {O, 1, ... , k - I}} £; A. 
To see that q. p E d&, let A E q • p and let kEN. Pick a, d € N such that {a + td: 
IE {O, 1, ... , k - I}} £; {x E N: A/x E q}. Pick x E n;:d A/(a + td). Then {ax + I(xd): 
IE {O, 1, ... , k - I}} £; A. 
(b) Let p E ~ and let q E pN. Given A E P + q, and x E N with A - x E p we have 
LYEA -x l/y = 00. Thus L(ZEA)/(Z >x) 1/(z - x) = 00 so LZEA l/z = 00. Thus p + q E ~. 
Given A E P • q and x E N with A/x E p we have L yEA/x l/y = 00. Then LZEA l/z ~ 
L yEA/x 1/(y . x) = (l/x) LYEA/X l/y = 00. 
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(c) Since, by (b) !!) is a right ideal of (PN, +), N* + !!) is a right ideal of (PN, +). Also 
as is well known (and at any rate easy), N* is a left ideal of (PN, +) so N* + f0 is a left 
ideal of (PN, +). Thus, since the closure of any left ideal in a left-topological semigroup 
is a left ideal we have ct(N* + !!) is a left ideal of (PN, +). By Lemma 3.5, ct(N* + !!) 
is a right ideal of (PN, +). Thus by Lemma 3.4~ .A is a two-sided ideal of (PN, +). 
To see that .A is a right ideal of (PN, "), let p E .A and q E PN, and let A E P " q. Pick 
x E N such that A/x E p. If <t. ):'= 1 and <s. ):'= 1 are as required for A/x by the definition 
of .A, then <xt. ):'= 1 and <xs. ):'= 1 are as required for A. 
(d) One establishes that !/ is a right ideal of (PN, +) and (PN, ") in the same straight 
forward fashion used in the proofs of (a) and (b). 
Let p E !/ and q E PN. If q E N, then p + q = q + P and p " q = q" p (see for example 
[15, Lemma 10.3]) so that q + P E !/ and q" p E !/. We thus assume q E N*. 
To see that q + P E !/, let A E q + P and pick increasing sequences <tn ):'= 1 and <s. ):'= 1 
and a non-decreasing sequence <a. ):'= 1 such that 1::'= 1 1/ s. = 00 and {t. + a. " Sm: n, mEN 
and m :::;; n} S; {x E N: A - x E q}. Then given n E N, n~=, A - (t. + a." sm) E q and 
is hence infinite, so we may pick y. E n~ = 1 A - (t. + a. " sm) with (if n > 1) Y. > Y. _I' 
Let t~ = t. + Y •. Then {t~ + a." Sm: m, n E Nand m :::;; n} S; A. 
To see that q" p E!/ let <t.):'=" <s.>:'=" and <a.):'=1 be as above with {t. + an" Sm: 
n, mEN and m :::;; n} S; {x E N: A - x E q}. Inductively picky. E n~=, A/(t. + a." sm) 
withy. > Y._I when n > 1. Let t~ = t." Y. and a~ = a." Y •. Then {t~ + a~" Sm: n, mEN 
and m :::;; n} s; A. 
Since the conditions of Theorem 4.3 involve set inclusions and do not refer to algebraic 
structure, the reader may well wonder why we worry about these sets being ideals. But 
it is the fact that the sets are ideals which makes the statements in Theorem 4.3 interesting. 
By way of illustrating the kind of application we have in mind, consider the following 
short proof. (The substantive implication involved is not hard to prove directly. See 
[12, Theorem 2.1].) 
3.7. THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) If A S; Nand d(A) > 0, then A contains arbitarily long arithmetic progressions. 
(b) If A S; Nand d*(A) > 0, then A contains arbitrarily long arithmetic progressions. 
PROOF. That (b) implies (a) is trivial. To see that (a) implies (b), assume (a). Then 
.1 S; dr? To see that (b) holds, it suffices by Lemma 3.2 to show that .1* S; df!J. But 
N* + .1 S; N* + df!J S; df!J, since df!J is a left ideal of(PN, +), so ct(N* + M s; df!J. 
Thus, by Lemma 3.4, .1* s; df!J. 
4. TOPOLOGICAL-ALGEBRAIC EQUIVALENTS 
We begin by observing that one inclusion always holds. 
4.1. LEMMA. d f!J s; !/. 
PROOF. Let p E df!J. To see that p E !/, let A E p. Since A has arbitrarily long arith-
metic progressions we may pick, for each n E N, t. and a. E N with {t. + m " a.: 
mE{1,2, ... ,n}} S; Aand,ifn > l,t. > t._,anda. > a._I' (A moments reflection 
suffices to determine that the initial terms and increments can be chosen to be increasing.) 
Let,fornEN,s. = n.Then1::,=,I/s. = ooand{t. + a."sm:m,nENandm:::;; n} S; A. 
The proof of the following lemma is reminiscent of the original proof of Ramsey's 
Theorem [17]. 
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4.2. LEMMA. Let cP(A) be the statement 'there exist increasing sequences <tn )::"= I and 
<sn )::"=1 such that L::"~I Ilsn = 00 and {tn + Sm: m, n E N andm ~ n} ~ A'./fcP(Ao u A.), 
then either cP(Ao) or cP(AI)' 
PROOF. Let <tn)::"=1 and <Sn)::"=1 be given with L::"~I Ilsn = 00 and {tn + Sm: m, n E N 
and m ~ n} ~ Ao u AI' For i E {O, I}, let Di(1) = {n E N: tn + SI E Ai}' Then 
N = Do(l) so pick 0"(1) E {O, I} such that DU(l)(I) is infinite. Now let lEN and assume we 
have chosen for each k E {l, 2, ... l}, O"(k) E {O, l} and Du(k)(k) ~ N such that 
(1) if k > I, then Du(k)(k) ~ Du(k_I)(k - I), 
(2) Du(k)(k) is infinite, and 
(3) if n E Du(k)(k), then n ~ k and In + Sk E Au(k)' 
For i E {O, I}, let Di(l + I) = {n E Du(I)(/): n ~ I + I and tn + SI+ I E Ai}' Then 
{n E Du(/)(/): n ~ I + I} = Do(l + I) u DI(l + I) so we may choose O"(l + I) E {O, I} 
such that Du(/+I)(1 + I) is infinite. The inductive hypotheses are satisfied. 
ForiE {O, 1},letBi = {kEN:O"(k) = i}. ThenL~= 1 Ilsk = LkEBO I/sk + LkEBI Ilskso 
we may pick i E {O, I} such that LkEBi Ilsk = 00. 
Now for n E N, let u(n) be the nth member of Bi. Inductively choose <m(n»::"=1 so that 
m(n) E Du(u(n»(u(n» and m(n + 1) > m(n). Then L::"=I I/su(n) = 00 and {tm(n) + suer): 
n, r EN and r ~ n} ~ Ai' thus cP(A;). 
Note that in Theorem 4.3, in contrast with Theorem 2.6, we deal with the full sum of 
reciprocals conjecture. 
4.3. THEOREM. The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) For all kEN, SR(k), 
(b) q) ~ dr!), 
(c) vH ~ dr!), 
(d) Y = dr!). 
PROOF. That (a) implies (b) is immediate. 
To see that (b) implies (c), assume ~ ~ .919. Then N* + ~ ~ N* + dr!) ~ .919, 
since dr!) is a left ideal of (PN, +). Thus ct(N* + ~) ~ dr!). By Lemma 3.4, vH ~ dr!). 
To see that (c) implies (a), assume vH ~ .919 and let kEN. We prove P(k) and appeal 
to Theorem 2.6. Let cP(A) be as in Lemma 4.2. Then P(k) is the statement that whenever 
A ~ Nand cP(A), A contains a length k arithmetic progression. Let A ~ N such that cP(A). 
By Lemmas 4.2 and 3.1, A (") vH =F 0. Pick pEA (") vH. Then A E P and P E vH ~ .919 
so A contains a length k arithmetic progression. 
To see that (a) implies (d), observe that by Lemma 4.1, it suffices to show Y ~ .919. Let 
P E Y and let A E p. Pick increasing sequences <tn )::"= I and <sn )::"~ I and a non-decreasing 
sequence <an )::"~ I such that L::"~ I Ilsn = 00 and {tn + an' Sm: n, mEN and m ~ n} ~ A. 
Let kEN and pick band d such that {b + Id : IE {O, 1, .. . , k - I}} ~ {sn: n EN}. 
Pick n such that b + (k - I)d = Sn' Then given IE {O, I, ... , k - I} b + ld = Sm for 
some m ~ n so {(tn + anb) + l(and): l E {O, I , ... , k - I}} ~ A. 
Since trivially (letting an = 1) we have vH ~ Y, we see that (d) implies (c). 
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